LIBBY’S MAKEOVER

DESIGNING THE OUTDOOR ROOM
“Blur the lines between indoor
and outdoor design in 3 simple steps.”
THE CHALLENGE

< LIBBY LANGDON, DESIGNER,
AUTHOR, AND TODAY SHOW
CONTRIBUTOR, SHARES EASY
MAKEOVER TIPS

1. MIXING MATERIALS

2. FIRESIDE FUN

“Some of the most dynamic interiors mix all sorts of fabrics, textures, metals,
fabrics, wood, stone and glass and your outdoor living spaces can take a cue
from this trend. Combining wicker with wood tables, metal or concrete tops, teak
tables, and ceramic garden stools with soft goods like big throw pillows, a soft
outdoor rug, and throw blankets in woven baskets add dimension and interest to
your outdoor living room and keep it from feeling “cookie cutter”. Design today
is all about blurring the lines between indoors and out and by mixing materials
you can create a seamless feel when moving from the inside to the outside!”

“One of the most requested outdoor design elements today is a firepit, it brings
a warmth and ambiance to outdoor spaces and it also acts as a focal point for
entertaining at night. Positioning comfy seating around the perimeter helps to
delineate what feels like a totally separate outdoor living area. The simplest fire
pit can just be a metal bowl, you should position it at least 10 feet away from
any structure or combustible surface and it’s important to keep the fire small.
Small side tables to place a drink down, lanterns and throw pillows help create
an inviting, lived in feel.”

3. THINK BIG
“Scale and size of outdoor accessories and
furnishings can establish the feel of a substantial
outdoor environment, small scale pieces are great
if you have limited room available but if you have
generous square footage go big! Using pieces
at varying heights in your outdoor space adds
visual interest because there are multiple levels
for your eye to rest. Tall outdoor lamps that are
designed to withstand weather elements, will most
likely be the highest point, a patterned outdoor
rug is the lowest point with tables and seating
falling somewhere in between. It’s important
when choosing an outdoor rug to go with the
largest size that will fit, rather than feeling small
and chopping up the space, a large rug gives the
illusion of expansiveness and pulls the outdoor
area together!”

